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About This Game

Space - The Return Of The Pixxelfrazzer is an open-world sci-fi hack'n'slash.

Your aim is to explore the inexhaustible amounts of destructible asteroid fields, spacestations and unknown planets of the
universe.

And by exploring I mean hacking, slashing and destroying everything that comes into your way.
Shredding all kind of objects means getting more resources and getting more resources means upgrading your ship so you can

shred more kind of objects, which rapidly becomes an addicting spiral.
And maybe, one day you'll probably find out about one of the most unsolved mystery of our universe... the pixxelfrazzer.

Be excited of all the cool features this game brings to you:
• all sorts of combinable weapon upgrades and active abilities

• procedurely generated infinite world
• quests

• cool physics
• randomly generated music

• local co-op (Xbox360 controller required)
• and a lot of love
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Not only is Space completly designed, created and programmed by one person, the whole gameengine is build up by this guy
and this grants you an unique experience of a game the couldn't be any more indie.
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Title: Space - The Return Of The Pixxelfrazzer
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Sørb
Publisher:
Sørb
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 20 MB available space

English,German
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This game is far from optimised for the PC platform. We've been waiting for a patch to fix many bugs, major and minor, since
June, and so far we still have a game working at 75%.

The community support from Milestone has been terrible since the launch of this game. Communication has never been their
strong point for titles like MotoGP, WRC, etc, which I suppose is equally as bad as their efforts to release games which are
worthy of being retail releases.

Perhaps one of the biggest gripes I have is the limited video options you get with this title. As per usual in a Milestone game,
you cannot change the video settings in-game; the launcher is where you have to make your changes, and once you're in-game,
that's it. Not only that, but the options you actually get to choose from are dire, and the game, even when bumped up to the
highest settings, looks tacky for a PC game. I wouldn't consider myself that much of a graphics snob, but there's a line you
cannot go back over once we're into a new generation.

There's a good game in here somewhere, but it's surrounded by problems, from stupid to complex. Therefore, I won't be
recommending this game, neither will I be recommending any Milestone product until they pull their finger out to improve 1)
the quality of their games for release, and 2) their general customer support.. Question.... How do you unlock the animals like
the Sharks... Sea Creaters.. Savannah Creaters. Lion, Tigers, Cougers... In the free play, where you create your own park... I
have been trying to figure it out for 2 days now!??. Hard to tell what the hell is going on. Whilst the idea behind Movie Studio
Boss is incredibly interesting, the actual execution is incredibly lackluster when one compares it to its aspirations. Whilst certain
features are certainly interesting, the actual fun in production is completely lost, and its contents are limited to simple text
windows, which are all handled by algorythms that are simply boring to handle.

Think of Movie Studio Boss: The Sequel as a successor to the movies, only with all of the actual fun from The Movies removed,
and one or two features added that mean little to nothing to the product as a whole.. I can now browse cat pictures from the
comfort of my bed. Thank you Controller Companion!. This is a absolutely fun and smart side scrolling shooter. The graphics
are fluid and colorful and the screen can get pretty loaded with bullets and enemies at times without the slightest hint of
slowdown or stuttering.

What shines the most about this game is the ability to equip your ship with different weapons. You can position weapons
anywhere on your ship and even change the direction of fire. There are a lot of weapons and I've unlocked seven so far. But it
doesn't end there. You can modify weapons so that they behave differently. That blaster that you added to support your stock
weapon? you can modify it so that bullets home into enemies or spread the shots. Add a few of those blasters to your ship and
you have a fearsome killing machine.

You pick up the weapons and modifiers as you fight through each level. It seems the loot is randomised and some of the
weapons can be different from their stock varient. I picked up a bunch of lazer weapons only to come across the "Zapper"
which is the lazer weapon modified to home into enemies. Awesome!

I'm really digging this game and I can say it's one of the better shooters on Steam.

Highly recommended!
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I broke my wire because of this but there are dudes there saying "yaaah" nonstop so.....
10\/10 would play once my headset is fixed. Without a doubt the WORST adventure game featuring Nancy Drew. Too many
asinine puzzles with no instructions and a failure to understand the concept of hypothermia. While adding an element of cold is
a good concept, Nancy will freeze to death after a few minutes of walking, unless she has a heat pack in her pocket. To get
these, you have to engage an annoying poorly rendered character in a snowball fight. Then there is the cooking minigame... Fail
to make meals within the alloted timeframe and your employer sacks you. The woman who hired you to investigate the
accidents will fire you if you don't make those omelets just right? WTF? I know it's only a game, but these titles usually have a
goodly amount of educational value. This has very little, as well as an exceptionally poorly rendered wolf. I'd recommend ANY
other Drew game for adventure gamers, but this one is just lame.. Angry birds in space with Racoon characters

Basically, you need to aim and release the mouse by considering pulling \/ pushing power in gravity. This game kept me
entertained FOR HOURS. Nice short game finished the first try in a few hours. SO WORTH IT though if you look buying,
selling and making money. Useyour brain and fingers!. Stop whatever you are doing and buy this game!! The atmosphere and
sense of presence are second to none and the action is beyond intense. Games like this are why I know VR is more than just a
fad. Play this game with a bit of Bob Marley in your system and you are truly transported to another dimension. Thank you devs
for this amazing VR gift! :-). Love in the Glen is an otome (GxB romance) visual novel in which players step into the shoes of
Zoe Richardson, a successful interior designer living in Los Angeles. It's intended to evoke the feeling of a contemporary
American romantic comedy film- specifically, ones penned by Nancy Meyers. I feel like Sapphire Dragon succeeded in some
respects as Love in the Glen does certainly evoke a rom-com feel... but only in a general sense. To me, it didn't read like a
"Nancy Meyers" film in particular, though I've only seen two of her films- Something's Gotta Give and The Holiday- so I can't
concretely say. It's more "slice-of-life sprinkled with some comedy and some romantic drama towards the end" rather than a
straight-up rom-com.

Overall and simply put, I don't recommend it at all. I really wanted to like the game since I was drawn to its unique
theme and setting for an otome game, plus the developers were very helpful in answering my queries... but sadly, the
only thing I really enjoyed was the music. There are just too many faults- its poor writing, underdeveloped characters
(which is sad since I found most of them likeable), underutilised interior design theme, too many choices that
interrupted the flow of the story, very tedious mini-game and the low artistic quality.

For those who want more details:

PROS:

+ A nice, fitting soundtrack. I can definitely imagine most of the tracks being used in a modern-setting rom-com!

+ A very unique theme- interior design is totally underused and underexplored in otome games.

+ The setting is also unique for an otome game, being the upper-class Los Angeles, Westside.

+ Not too few but not too many endings. There are 7 all up- 5 character endings, 1 normal ending and 1 bad ending.

+ Its very low price.

+ For busy people, it can be completed quickly without needing to invest hours of your time. I think it's at most a
5-hour game, possibly a couple of hours shorter. The reasons why my gameplay time is high are because I played the
game before the fix updates and I left the game\/computer running (likely for cards, I can't exactly remember why).

CONS:

- The bugs (fixes available, though)! Most are minor, but a few others are major to the extent of being game-breaking.
I strongly recommend installing the updates to avoid them.

- The "interior design" mini-game. It's basically a very simplified version of Candy Crush. Not only is it highly
repetitive, unchallenging, unskippable and hardly "interior designing", it also doesn't affect the story whatsoever. To
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me, it felt like padding and\/or plain obligatory (since gameplay elements are thought to make visual novels "more
sellable" to a Western audience).

- The writing quality leaves a lot to be desired. Major events have little build up\/foreshadowing so they feel out of the
blue, if not just underwhelming. The characters have little development and are pretty flat. Complications are resolved
really quickly and anticlimactically. There's a lot more "telling" than "showing"- while the interactions themselves
weren't bad, the majority of things I learned about the characters were through the "info-dumpy" conversations.

- There are far too many choices. I think I made something like 40 of them to reach a major ending. Not only were
there a ton of choices (interrupting the flow of the story), but it's more like you branch out to directly reach endings
rather than aim to get into an individual character's route (i.e. an individual character's "focused story") and then gun
for particular endings. This approach made Love in the Glen more "film-like", but a fairly linear read in spite of the many
choices. Occasionally, the choices didn't make much sense.

- The linearity of the story reduces replay value. You're only replaying for several minutes' worth of new content- the
endings- after the first major playthrough.

- The low artistic quality. There are no CGs (event graphics). The backgrounds are unfiltered stock photos- even if some
locations looked nice, it clashed with the anime-styled sprites. The actual sprites' drawing is passable, but they're unvaried in
expressions and outfits; making them very static.. I've just started playing, and am only several levels in, but since this game
is new, I felt something should be said.

Simply a REALLY fun, interesting, challenging game, especially for such a low price. I plan to revisit this review soon, but I
strongly suggest getting this game.

As interesting as the early levels are, I can only imagine the further levels are really challenging, but so much fun that even
losing (as a normal part of the process) isn't really so bad. Each level adds really clever new features.

The music in Tile Rider is absolutely TOP NOTCH. As well, it makes for some great Drive Any Track tunes, with full credit
for each wonderful song (a welcome rarity for a game soundtrack.)

For a game this price, one can hardly go wrong.. Compared to Keyhole Spy: Student Girls, I like this one more, but it is also
meh. It is unique as instead of ripping their clothes when you fill the bar up, the teachers start as sketches and you get to see
the full picture as you advance through each level. Also in this game, when you beat the last level, you actually restart to the
first level instead of the final teacher. While I beat this game in less than 1 hour, that's mostly because unlike Student Girls,
the game gave me a lot of matching opportunities instead of it feeling like the board shuffles every five moves. However,
just like Student Girls, this one has its flaws.

For example, the tag "Nudity" is a lie. There is no nudity in this game. Additionally, the "Sexual Content" is in game chat
which is still bad and feels very pointless as it did in Student Girls. Also matching 4, 5, 6, etc. icons together do the exact
same thing. At least add some variety like other games like this do.

Overall, like the other game Student Girls, get it on sale as you would probably be like me and beat both games in less than 2
hours.. i spent many many many hours playing netstorm when my dad randomly picked it up for me. and from what i can tell
the art seems very similar and nice. the controls seem similar aswell if unfinished. sadly couldn't test out gameplay much at
all. as there is no singleplayer yet and noone was online. tentatively i'd say its worth a purchase from what i did manage to
see even if the price is a bit steep.. I've had so much fun with this one!

I love to watch the physics go crazy but in a controlled way.
One very good indie game and absolutely worth the price.

At first I missed the point of the game until I learned how it's played.

Try out the demo!
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